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This paper addresses the issue of research in architectural composition as 

experimentation between theory and practice through the work of a design laboratory 

on urban spaces weaving places from medium-sized and distant cities. The relationship 

between places is the theme that creates a thinking machine, an intuitive and visual 

process that becomes the trace of the design project. 

The experimentation is based on a sequence of steps. The first level is a perceptual 

reading of the urban sites through a short film and a collection of images, taken from 

the reality and also from internet search, as well as from other sources - books, films and 

photographs, which tell of places and cities. The films and the images of a site become 

a collective material from distant locations and by different workgroups. The exchange 

becomes a moment of sharing of sights of the city. Internet allows the understanding of 

distant site through a virtual experience. Virtual and Real intertwine. 

The second step is the realisation of a section through a montage of images extracted 

from the collection of images and films: fragments of sites are juxtaposed through 

geometric and spatial relationships. From this visual trace the design project is finally 

developed, constituting the last and third phase of the process. 

The project is based on the aim of interpreting and re-designing a site starting from the 

relationship with other sites through a work of associations and personal perceptions. 
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The experimentation opens up to reflections on the process of the making in 

architecture and on the use of images and internet in the architectural design.    
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